
The Marley RP80® Downpipe System  
The best choice for uPVC and metal spouting.

Marley uPVC Spouting Example

Ironsand® on a narrow soffit

Expansion Outlet
Marley Stormcloud® spouting system
Code: MS8.80
Quarter Round profile
(Marley Typhoon® Half Round system also available)

95° Bends
Codes: RB2.80 + RB4.80
110mm transition

Downpipe
Code: RP80

Adjustable Clips
Codes: RC80.2 + RC80.2S spacers
36mm to 49mm adjustable offset + 15mm per spacer

Stormwater Adaptors
Codes: RA80.90 or RA80.100
80mm to 90mm & 80mm to 100mm options

DURABLE
RP80® is the rust, dent and seam free option suitable for any residential spouting installation, 
including buildings on tank supply. It is made in NZ for our unique conditions and carries  
a 15 year product guarantee.

FLEXIBLE
RP80®’s compact bend and clip options make installation easy, especially on narrow soffits. 
You can achieve a transition from outlet to wall using as little as 44mm with no cutting  
or fabrication.

COLOURFUL
RP80® is available in the full range of Stratus Design Series® colour options:  
Black, Ironsand®, Grey Friars®, FlaxBlack®, Titanium and Copper.

All RP80® components are available in a range of colours*

Notes:
Use only Marley MCS® Solvent Welding Cement  
to join Marley RP80® pipe and fittings together.

Don’t glue the top bend to the dropper. Use a 
stainless steel screw for ease of removal for cleaning.

FlaxBlack®



Metal Spouting Example

Grey Friars® on a minimal soffit

Dropper Outlet
Marley RP80®

Code: MC11.80
Cut hole in spouting & insert (with sealant)

43° Bends
Codes: RB3.80 + RB5.80
44mm transition

Downpipe
Code: RP80

Standard Clips
Code: RC80
24mm offset

Stormwater Adaptors
Codes: RA80.90 or RA80.100
80mm to 90mm & 80mm to 100mm options

RP80®’s compact bend options also allow for ease of fit  
with misaligned stormwater outlets

All RP80® components are available in a range of colours*

Also available for rainwater collection and  
stormwater management:

Designed specifically for the Marley RP80® 
downpipe system, Marley CURVE® is a  
self-shedding leaf diverter that keeps leaves 
and debris out of rainwater retention and 
stormwater detention tanks.

This prevents excessive sediment build up, 
improving system efficacy and reducing 
maintenance costs.
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Notes:
Use only Marley MCS® Solvent Welding Cement  
to join Marley RP80® pipe and fittings together.

Don’t glue the top bend to the dropper. Use a 
stainless steel screw for ease of removal for cleaning.

FlaxBlack®

FlaxBlack® is a colour match for NZ Steel’s COLORSTEEL® 
FlaxPod®. Marley NZ Ltd is not affiliated with NZ Steel Ltd. 
Note gloss levels may vary between building materials. 
Actual colours may vary slightly from those shown. For a more 
accurate colour comparison, please request a product sample.


